




THANK YOU for taking the time to look over our 2014 product catalog.

We know, as you turn the pages, you will find something that catches 

your eye. At Tovolo, we believe time spent cooking should be fun, and 

we are honored to be a part of that experience in each home that uses 

our products.

We at Tovolo challenge ourselves to improve the performance, function, 

and appearance of kitchen tools. Something as simple as a silicone spatula 

moves us to create the perfect experience for our customers. We obsess 

over every detail to ensure that our spatula will outperform expectations. 

However, performance alone is not enough; we want to put a smile on the 

customer’s face as well. Whether it is our Spatulart® silicone spatulas or 

our assortment of frozen pop molds, we strive to add a colorful element 

of fun to each of our items, to do just that.

It all started, over a decade ago, with three friends in the living room of 

a San Francisco, CA apartment.  We would like to thank everyone who 

has been with us from the beginning, as well as those that have joined us 

along the way. We look forward to another 10 years of ground-breaking 

production, innovation, and to sharing that experience with you.
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COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Orange Peel  80-9406 874376009406 
Chili Pepper  80-9390  874376009390 
Fuchsia   80-9413  874376009413 
Royal Purple  80-9420  874376009420 
Stratus Blue  80-9437  874376009437 
Lime  80-9444  874376009444 
Sun Ray 80-9451 874376009451 
White  80-9468  874376009468 
Midnight  80-9475 874376009475

The Silicone Spoonula is great for mixing, 
scooping, and serving. Silicone is great for 
nonstick cookware and bakeware because it 
will not scratch the surface.

ergonomically shaped wooden handle
allows for a comfortable grip

SPOONULA
SILICONE

concaved 
for scooping and serving

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

completely smooth surface 
provides for even spreading

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Royal Purple  80-8188  874376008188 
Chili Pepper  80-8157  874376008157 
Orange Peel  80-8164  874376008164 
Fuchsia   80-8171  874376008171 
Stratus Blue  80-8195  874376008195 
Lime 80-8201 874376008201 
Sun Ray 80-8218  874376008218 
White  80-8225  874376008225 
Midnight  80-8232  874376008232

The mini spatula is good for spreading as well 
as icing. The mini spoonula is the perfect tool for 
mixing small quantities as well as scraping out of 
jars. Available in 9 colors.

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean 
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SPATULA&
SPOONULA
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ergonomically shaped
wooden handle
allows for a comfortable grip

LIL' SPATULA
With a completely smooth surface, this brightly 
colored, 9.5” Silicone Lil' Spatula is perfect for using 
in small bowls and pans. The square corner allows 
you to get into tight spots and the tapered edges 
keep your sides clean. Available in 9 colors.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Lime  80-8294 874376008294 
Chili Pepper  80-8249  874376008249 
Orange Peel  80-8256 874376008256 
Fuchsia   80-8263 874376008263 
Royal Purple 80-8270 874376008270 
Stratus Blue  80-8287  874376008287 
Sun Ray  80-8300  874376008300 
White  80-8317  874376008317 
Midnight  80-8324  874376008324 

square corner 
fi ts into tight spots

completely smooth surface 
allows for even spreading

SPATULAS
SILICONE

SILICONE

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean



Cotton Candy Orchid Fuchsia Egg Plant

Blush Raspberry Fizz Chili Pepper Japanese Maple

Butter Coral Orange Peel Bark

Frosted Lemon Sun Ray Mustard Autumn Grass

Sea Foam Peacock Teal Hunter Green

Powder Blue Summer Sky Stratus Blue Navy

Lilac Amethyst Royal Purple Grape

Mint Green Apple Lime Olive

Soy Milk Latte Mocha Chocolate 
Brownie

Clear White Cold Slate Midnight

TO
O

LSSPATULA
WOOD HANDLE

These silicone spatulas are perfect for mixing, 
folding, serving, spreading, scraping, and 
fl ipping. Durable and lightweight, and easy 
to use. Available in 40 colors.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Cotton Candy  80-7419 874376007419 
Orchid  80-7426   874376007426 
Fuchsia  80-7433  874376007433 
Egg Plant  80-7440   874376007440 
Blush  80-7372 874376007372 
Raspberry Fizz 80-7389 874376007389 
Chili Pepper  80-7396   874376007396 
Japanese Maple  80-7402   874376007402 
Butter  80-7334   874376007334 
Coral  80-7341   874376007341 
Orange Peel  80-7358   874376007358 
Bark  80-7365 874376007365 
Frosted Lemon  80-7297   874376007297 
Sun Ray  80-7303 874376007303 
Mustard  80-7310   874376007310 
Autumn Grass  80-7327   874376007327 
Sea Foam  80-7532   874376007532 
Peacock  80-7549   874376007549 
Teal  80-7556   874376007556 
Hunter Green  80-7563   874376007563 
Powder Blue  80-7495   874376007495 
Summer Sky  80-7501   874376007501 
Stratus Blue  80-7518 874376007518 
Navy  80-7525   874376007525 
Lilac  80-7457   874376007457 
Amethyst  80-7464 874376007464 
Royal Purple  80-7471   874376007471 
Grape   80-7488   874376007488 
Mint  80-7570   874376007570 
Green Apple  80-7587   874376007587 
Lime  80-7594  874376007594 
Olive  80-7600   874376007600 
Soy Milk  80-7617    874376007617 
Latte  80-7624  874376007624 
Mocha  80-7631 874376007631 
Chocolate Brownie  80-7648 874376007648 
Clear  80-7853 874376007853 
White  80-7860  874376007860 
Cold Slate  80-7877   874376007877 
Midnight  80-7884   874376007884
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These 12.5", Stainless Steel Handled Silicone 
Spatulas are perfect for mixing, folding, serving, 
spreading, scraping, and fl ipping. Durable and 
easy to use.

ergonomically shaped
allows for a comfortable grip

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-11410RD  874376000830
Stratus Blue 80-11410BL 874376000847
Lime 80-11410GN 874376001226
Fuchsia 81-0322 848113000322
Royal Purple 81-0339 848113000339
Orange Peel 81-0353 848113000353
Midnight 81-2425 848113002425

SILICONE SPATULA
STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

NYLON HANDLED 
TOOLS
SET OF 3

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Raspberry Fizz 81-1275  848113001275
Summer Sky 81-1268 848113001268

We've designed this set of 3, colorful kitchen tools 
with everyday cook in mind. A silicone spatula, 
spoonula, and turner gives you a taste of our 
essential cooking tools. 

square corner 
gets into tight spots

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean

completely smooth surface 
allows for even spreading

concave
for scooping and serving
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completely smooth surface 
allows for even spreading

square corner 
gets into tight spots

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean
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NYLON HANDLED
SPATULAS 
SET OF 4

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Sun Ray, Raspberry Fiz,  81-1251 848113001251
Summer Sky, Lime

Here is a variety of  brightly colored spatulas to 
liven up your cooking experience. Our silicone 
spatula is the perfect kitchen tool for mixing, 
folding, serving, spreading, scraping, and fl ipping.  
This tool will hold up to the toughest cook. 

completely smooth surface 
allows for even spreading

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean

square corner 
gets into tight spots

These Nylon Handled Silicone Spatulas are
the perfect tools for mixing, folding, serving, 
spreading, scraping, and fl ipping. Durable, 
lightweight, and easy to use. CDU includes 
18 spatulas in assorted colors. Colors included 
are Orange Peel, Fuchsia, Stratus Blue, Lime, Chili 
Pepper, Sun Ray, Royal Purple, Brown and Pink.

ergonomically shaped nylon handle
allows for a comfortable grip

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 80-5323E  874376005323 

SILICONE SPATULA
NYLON HANDLE
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completely smooth surface 
allows for even spreading

square corner 
gets into tight spots

edges are tapered 
to a sharp point to scrape sides clean
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ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2821 848113002821

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2838 848113002838

HIBISCUS SPATULA

POPPY SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2845 848113002845

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2852 848113002852

LILY SPATULA

DAHLIA SPATULA

SWEETSFLORAL
ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2746 848113002746

CUPCAKE SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2753 848113002753

SET OF 2 MINI
CUPCAKE SPATULAS

etched wood handle

8

long-lasting 
stain-resistant color

printed with silicone
ensuring design will last
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ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2722 848113002722

ANIMAL PRINTS MEASUREMENT CONVERSION
ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2692 848113002692

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2708 848113002708

ZEBRA SPATULA

CHEETAH SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2715 848113002715

GIRAFFE SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-11460  874376001325

CONVERSION SPATULA

TIGER SPATULA

A quick reference tool for cooks, common conversions are printed on 
both sides.  

nylon
handle

conversions 
that will not fade 

co-molded silicone & nylon 
provides durability and strength

*Set of 2 only.

CONVERSION BOWL SCRAPER 
COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-11320  874376001769
White 80-11330 874376001776

curved to fit 
any type of bowl

9

long-lasting 
stain-resistant color

*

printed with silicone
ensuring design will last
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long-lasting 
stain-resistant color

printed with silicone
ensuring design will last

different design 
featured on front and back

front back

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9567 874376009567 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9550 874376009550 

HONEYCOMB BEE SPATULA

LADYBUG & LEAVES SPATULA 

GARDEN FRIENDSGARDEN FRIENDS

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9345  874376009345

LOVE TREE SPATULA

SET OF 2 MINI
STARS & STRIPES SPATULAS

AMERICANA
ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2807 848113002807

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-2814 848113002814

GLORY SPATULA
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ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9871 874376009871

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9857 874376009857

BLOODY KNIFE SPATULA 

SPIDER SPATULA 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9864 874376009864

SKULL SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9888 874376009888

SET OF 2 MINI
MONSTER & MUMMY SPATULAS

HALLOWEEN
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ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3620 848113003620

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3606 848113003606

MONSTER SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3637 848113003637

SET OF 2 MINI
MONSTER SPATULAS

SET OF 2 MINI
VAMPIRE & GHOST SPATULAS

*Set of 2 only.

long-lasting 
stain-resistant color

printed with silicone
ensuring design will last

*
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SET OF 2 MINI
SANTA & SNOWMAN SPATULAS

SET OF 3 MINI 
HOLIDAY DE COR SPATULAS

different design
featured on front and back

CHRISTMAS / HOLIDAY
ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9901 874376009901

GINGERBREAD COOKIE SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3590 848113003590

MERRY CHRISTMAS SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9925 874376009925

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9918 874376009918

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3613 848113003613

MENORAH SPATULA
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printed with silicone
ensuring design will last

*Set of 2 or 3 only.

*
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SCOOP 
& SPREAD

mini scoop & spread
8" long

flexible silicone
scrapes and scoops

scoop & spread
11" long

nylon spreader 
makes it easy to spread jellies, 
jams, butter, and soft cheeses

The Scoop & Spread CDU includes 12 multi-
purpose spreaders that can slice, spread and 
scoop. The Mini CDU Scoop & Spread includes 
18. It’s also the perfect tool for use with your 
heavy duty blenders and food processors. 
Colors included in the CDU are Chili Pepper, 
White, Lime, Fuchsia, Stratus Blue and Peacock. 

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Scoop & Spread 80-5316E 874376005316
Mini Scoop & Spread 81-2609 848113002609

13

oversized handle
keeps hands clean
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stainless steel handle
provides strength & durability

silicone co-molded into head
provides strength & durability

nylon head allows you to use on 

non-stick surfaces

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7150 874376007150

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9673 874376009673 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7167  874376007167

LADYBUG TURNER

BUTTERFLY TURNER

BUMBLEBEE TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-3923 874376003923

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7136 874376007136

HEART TURNER

DAISY TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7112 874376007112

FLOWER TURNER
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thin spatula head 
slides easily under food

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-3916 874376003916

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-1121 848113001121

FRIED EGG TURNER

MINI COOKIE TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7662 874376007662

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7655 874376007655

JACK O’LANTERN TURNER

GINGERBREAD GIRL TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-11481 874376002278

GINGERBREAD BOY TURNER

Whether you’re grilling a 
sandwich after soccer practice 
or making cookies for a holiday, 
these turners make fl ipping so 
much fun.

15

cute & mini
8" overall length
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stain-resistant color

tapered silicone head 
slips easily under any food

nylon handle
allows comfortable grip

EMOTICON SERIES
Whether you are mixing, scraping, fl ipping or turning, these 
fun Emoticon kitchen tools lighten up any mood.

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9291  874376009291

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9284  874376009284 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9260  874376009260 

ANGRY FACE SPATULA

SET OF 2 MINI
ANGRY FACE SPATULAS

ANGRY FACE NYLON
FLEX TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-4449 874376004449

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-4647 874376004647

EMOTICON SPATULA

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-6252 874376006252

SET OF 2 MINI 
EMOTICON SPATULAS

EMOTICON NYLON
FLEX TURNER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-6269 874376006269

SET OF 2 
EMOTICON SPATULAS

long-lasting design
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ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9321 874376009321

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9314 874376009314 

LOVE FACE SPATULA

SET OF 2 MINI
LOVE FACE SPATULAS

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9307  874376009307 

LOVE FACE NYLON 
FLEX TURNER

stain-resistant color

tapered silicone head 
slips easily under any food

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9253  874376009253 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9246  874376009246

SHADES SPATULA

SET OF 2 MINI
SHADES SPATULAS

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9239  874376009239 

SHADES NYLON 
FLEX TURNER

17

long-lasting design

  *Set of 2 only. *Turners only.  *Spatulas only. *Wood Handle Spatulas only.

* * * *
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TONGS
MINI SILICONE

18

TONGS
MINI TURNER

They may be small but these tongs are always up 
for hard work. Whether it's serving your favorite 
garnish at the picnic table or turning a small treat 
in your 8" frypan these sturdy tongs won't let you 
down. Available in Blue, Red, Green and Gray.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Red 81-5822  848113005822 
Green 81-5839 848113005839
Gray 81-5846  848113005846 
Blue 81-5853 848113005853

The fl at ends on our Mini Turner Tongs create 
the perfect grip for your more delicate items. 
This gentle grip allows a secure hold without 
damaging your food. Heat-safe silicone ends 
make them great for both serving and cooking. 
Available in Blue, Red, Green and Gray.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Blue 81-5891 848113005891 
Red 81-5860  848113005860
Green 81-5877 848113005877
Gray 81-5884  848113005884 

easy locking mechanism

silicone handles
for an easy grip

silicone handles
for an easy grip

flat silicone head
great for turning & gripping

8.25" tongs

silicone head
gently grips food

easy locking mechanismng mecha

ing mec

8.25" tongs
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TONGS
STAINLESS STEEL 

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Tilt Up Tongs 81-2012 848113002012
Pro BBQ Tongs 81-2036 848113002036

Never again will you have messy counters with 
our Stainless Steel Tongs. The built-in resting foot 
keeps tips off the counter. The 13" Tilt Up and 
15" Pro BBQ Tongs offer great reach and length 
to keep your hands away from the heat.

oversized ring
push to open, pull to close and store

resting foot
keeps tongs raised for a clean counter top  

15" pro bbq tongs 
keep hands away from heat

13" tilt up tongs
reach deep open wide

TONGS
TIP TOP

silicone head
provides easy grip

long 13" length
helps you keep a safe distance

resting foot
keeps counter clean

oversized ring
push to open, pull to close and store

The TIp Top Tongs have a built in resting foot that 
lifts them up to keep your countertop clean. The 
silicone head provides an easy grip and is safe for 
non-stick pans. 13" overall length.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Lime  80-6511  874376006511 
Chili Pepper 80-6498  874376006498 
Stratus Blue  80-6504  874376006504 
Fuchsia 80-6528  874376006528 
Midnight 80-6535  874376006535 
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SLOTTED SPOON
SILICONE

MIXING SPOON
SILICONE

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

nylon/silicone co-molded spoon
provides strength & durability

well designed slots
to drain liquids

nylon / silicone co-molded spoon
provides strength & durability

The perfect Silicone Slotted Spoon designed 
to strain and serve. This 12", slotted spoon is 
perfect for any pot. The stylish, 18/10 stainless 
steel handle gives you reach and strength when 
cooking your favorite dish.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Royal Purple 81-2371  848113002371
Stratus Blue 80-11213BL  874376000281
Chili Pepper 80-11213RD  874376000205
Lime 81-2357 848113002357
Fuchsia 81-2364 848113002364 
Orange Peel 81-2388 848113002388
Midnight 81-2395 848113002395 

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-11212RD  874376000199
Stratus Blue 80-11212BL  874376000274
Lime 80-11212GN  874376001004
Orange  Peel 80-4128  874376004128
Fuchsia 80-4142  874376004142
Royal Purple  80-4159  874376004159
Sun Ray 80-4166  874376004166
White 81-0414 848113000414
Midnight 81-0421 848113000421

Stir up some fun with these durable, 12" Silicone  
Mixing Spoons. Designed in a variety of vibrant 
colors to tackle all of your mixing needs.

20
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tapered edge 
allows it to slide under food easily

elongated slots 
prevent condensation

silicone head 
is scratch-resistant

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

tapered silicone fins 
scrape sides clean 

thick blades 
mix ingredients faster

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

BATTER TOOL
BETTER

SLOTTED TURNER
SILICONE The Silicone Slotted Turner has a scratch-resistant 

and stain-resistant, silicone head with elongated 
slots that prevent condensation. Tapered edges 
allow the turner to slide under food easily, while 
the stainless steel handle provides extra strength 
when lifting.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Stratus Blue 80-7976   874376007976 
Chili Pepper      80-7921   874376007921 
Fuchsia   80-7938   874376007938 
Royal Purple     80-7945   874376007945 
Lime   80-7952   874376007952 
Orange Peel      80-7969   874376007969 
Midnight 81-2418 848113002418

Ideal for stirring sauces, mixing batter or gravy, 
and even breaking up ground meat. The 
12.5" Better Batter Tool has tapered, silicone 
fi ns to scrape sides clean and thick blades to 
mix ingredients faster. 

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Fuchsia 81-0285 848113000285
Chili Pepper  80-6238 874376006238 
Stratus Blue 80-6474 874376006474 
Lime 80-6481 874376006481
Royal Purple 81-0292 848113000292
Orange Peel 81-0315 848113000315
Midnight 81-2401 848113002401
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COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 81-3057  848113003057
Stratus Blue 81-3071 848113003071
Lime 81-3064 848113003064
Orange  Peel 81-3095  848113003095
Fuchsia 81-3125 848113003125
Royal Purple  81-3118  848113003118
Sun Ray 81-3101 848113003101
White 81-3132 848113003132
Midnight 81-3088 848113003088

PASTA RAKE
SILICONE

silicone fingers
to grab & serve

fine ribs
keeps food from sliding

Our boldly colored Pasta Rake is an indispensable 
tool. Destined to become a kitchen favorite for 
grabbing and serving pasta, salads, chicken and 
more. The fi ne ribs on the fi ve fi ngers are sure to 
hold food in place. 

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Lime 81-3156 848113003156
Chili Pepper  81-3149 848113003149
Stratus Blue 81-3163 848113003163
Midnight 81-3170 848113003170

PASTA CLAW
SILICONE

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

contoured fingers 
scoop generous portions

nylon / silicone co-molded claw
protects non-stick & ceramic surfaces

measuring tool 
for single serving

Making and serving pasta just got easier, thanks 
to the Pasta Claw. Contoured fi ngers help scoop 
as much pasta as you like, while a special opening 
in the center of the claw measures out a single 
serving of pasta. The claw is safe to use on non-
stick and ceramic surfaces. 
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stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle
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This innovative design allows for the bowl to 
be held level, so it holds more of your favorite 
soups or sauces and spills less. And that’s not 
all: A strong nylon core and non-scratch silicone 
over-mold makes our Ladle  something truly 
beautiful to behold.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Stratus Blue 81-3293 848113003293
Chili Pepper      81-3279 848113003279
Lime   81-3286 848113003286
Midnight 81-3309 848113003309

FORK
SILICONE

LADLE
SILICONE

contoured handle 
holds ladle level

stylish 18/10 

stainless steel handle

nylon tipped 
strong & safe on cookware

double prong
ideal for grabbing & turning

Our unique, nylon-tipped tines get right to the 
point. This fork is made with a hard, nylon core 
and then covered with silicone, except the tips. 
It is ideal for piercing meats and vegetables as 
well as turning items in a pan.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Fuchsia 81-3255 848113003255
Chili Pepper 81-3187  848113003187
Lime 81-3194 848113003194
Stratus Blue 81-3200 848113003200
Orange  Peel 81-3224 848113003224
Royal Purple  81-3248 848113003248
Sun Ray 81-3231 848113003231
White 81-3262 848113003262
Midnight 81-3217 848113003217

nylon core
strong to hold liquids

silicone over mold
safe on your cookware
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POTATO MASHER
SILICONE

silicone covered head 
protects bowls and pots from scratches   

stylish 18/10

stainless steel handle 

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Stratus Blue 81-2180 848113002180
Chili Pepper 81-2197 848113002197
Lime 81-2203 848113002203
Midnight 81-2951 848113002951

All mashing, no scratching! The potato masher’s 
silicone-covered head is always smooth against 
pots and bowls. Stainless steel handle offers a 
solid grip.

The Tovolo Beat Whisk is so versatile. Its long, 
narrow shape makes it great for mixing, 
emulsifying, beating and scraping. Available in 
9" or 11" lengths.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

9" Beat Whisk 81-5983 848113005983
11" Beat Whisk 81-5990 848113005990

large handle
 is easy to grip

long, narrow shape
ideal for any vessel
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rests on bowl rim

durable stainless steel

BEAT WHISK
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NEW

NEW

10 durable, stainless steel wires

flat shape 
keeps wires on the bottom of the pan

The wires on the Tovolo Sauce Whisk are arranged 
in a fl at pattern so that they can cover the large 
surface of skillets and sauté pans. The wires glide 
across the bottom of your pan to kick up the tasty, 
browned bits that make your gravies and pan 
sauces taste delicious.  

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

10" Sauce Whisk 81-5976 848113005976

The Tovolo Whip Whisk is made from ten fl exible 
wires that are perfect at incorporating air into 
your meringues, souffl és, cake batters, and 
whipped creams. It's also great for mixing dry 
ingredients like fl our, salt and baking powder. 
Available in 9" and 11" lengths.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

9" Whip Whisk 81-5952 848113005952
11" Whip Whisk 81-5969 848113005969

large handle
 is easy to grip

stiff wires 
perfect for deglazing

25

balloon shape
incorporates air quickly 

WHIP WHISK

SAUCE WHISK

durable stainless steel
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NEW
CROCK-BOOK 
HOLDER

Put your utensil crock to work! Our newest design 
will not only keep your favorite tools handy, but it 
will also hold your cookbook open to your favorite 
recipe. But wait, there's more! Flip the front ledge 
down and it will hold your tablet to display your 
favorite recipe website. Base is weighted to keep 
it in place.  

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4351 848113004351

pull-out arm
holds even the largest cookbook

removeable 
crock insert 
is dishwasher safe

weighted, non-skid base

flip down tablet holder 
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POP UP

PEELER

PIZZA WHEEL
2-IN-1

POP UP

easy fit handle 
for comfortable use

two different colors
help you identify the peeler easily

screw lock 
holds blades in place

stainless steel blade

The only peeler with two blades that both tuck 
away for safe and convenient storage. Serrated 
blade gently peels tomatoes, peaches, and 
other soft-skinned produce, while the swivel 
blade is perfect for peeling potatoes, carrots, 
apples and more. 

Our 2-in-1 Pizza Wheel comes with two 
interchangeable blades, giving you the right 
tool for any cutting job and surface. The sharp 
stainless steel blade will cut through the heartiest 
pizza while the polycarbonate wheel is safer for 
countertops and nonstick pans. 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-3930 874376003930

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7174  874376007174

polycarbonate blade included

comfortable 
ergonomic handle
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folds for compact storage
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NEW

easy to grip 

These versatile scoops allow you to scoop 
anything in bulk, whether it’s fl our, cereal, pet 
food, or ice. Set of 3 comes in 3 identifi able sizes:  
1/2 , 1, and 2 cup. 

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-8584  874376008584 

Drop in cherries and press out pits.  The Tovolo 
Cherry Pitter will pit up to 7 cherries (or olives) at 
a time. Designed with a built in splatter guard so 
it's not only fast but it's clean too!

CHERRY PITTER
ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4474 848113004474

MULTIPURPOSE
SCOOPS
SET OF 3

mess free

splatter guard

pits collect in base                                        

tovolo.com

sizes embossed 
in the handle making it 
easy to choose 

snap-fit handles 
keep scoops nested and stores easily 

TO
O

LS
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push pits out effortlessly



ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2661 848113002661

Don’t lose a drop of your favorite citrus fruit juices. 
This reamer’s clever strainer reserves the pulp 
while it's base cup collects the juice. Tidy cooks 
love the easy cleanup and reassembly.

CITRUS REAMER
TABLETOP

Base cup designed with a handy

pour spout

From little limes to gigantic grapefruits, our  
reversible reamer gets every drop. Curved handle 
offers control and keeps the juice off of you!

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2654 848113002654

CITRUS REAMER
HANDHELD

broad fan
shape extracts all the juice from small fruit

TO
O

LS

reversible reamer 
for small and large size citrus

reversible reamer
for all citrus sizes

broad fan
shape extracts all the juice from small fruit

strainer
separates the pulp from the juice

curved handle, 
mess-free juicing
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wide-ball 
reamer extracts maximum juice from large fruit
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This 3.5" Paring Knife is perfect for peeling and 
dicing fruits and vegetables. The non-stick blade 
prevents sticky foods from adhering to the knife 
and makes cleaning a breeze. Stores safely in its 
protective blade cover. CDU includes 18 Paring 
Knives. Colors included are Orange Peel, Midnight, 
Fuchsia, Lime, Stratus Blue and Chili Pepper.

CHEF KNIFE A Chef Knife designed to meet your slicing, dicing, 
and chopping needs. The soft handle provides 
a comfortable grip. The knife stores safely in 
its protective blade cover. A well-balanced, 
lightweight knife made for the sous chef at heart. 
12 knives in CDU. Colors included are Chili Pepper, 
Stratus Blue and Lime.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-1985 848113001985

PARING KNIFE

non-stick surface 
prevents food from sticking

compact and lightweight

3.5" blade

STYLE  ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-1954 848113001954

7" blade

non-stick surface 
prevents food from sticking

CHEF KNIFE

ergonomically 
balanced handle
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STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-1961 848113001961

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-1978 848113001978

Well balanced Santoku Knife, great for slicing, 
dicing, and mincing. The vertical hollows and 
non-stick surface prevent food from sticking to 
the blade. The knife stores safely in its protective 
blade cover. Designed for the creative cook. 
12 knives in CDU. Colors included are Lime, Stratus 
Blue and Chili Pepper.

For those who love a bagel and a shmear! Razor-
sharp blade slices right through your bagel. Wide 
oval shape makes it easy to apply your favorite 
spreads. The knife stores safely in its protective 
blade cover. CDU includes 12 Bagel Knives. Colors 
included are Stratus Blue, Lime and Chili Pepper.

SANTOKU KNIFE

BAGEL KNIFE 

5.5" blade

contoured handle 
for a comfortable grip 

contoured handle 
for a comfortable grip 

5.5" blade

razor-sharp,  waved blade 
makes cutting effortless

wide, oval shape 
perfect for easy spreading

vertical hollows
prevent food from sticking to blade
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fun designs

rounded corners
helps clean hard to reach places

made from nylon so it 

won’t scratch nonstick cookware

PAN SCRAPERS

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU  81-2067 848113002067
Chef Hat Set of 3  80-9154 874376009154 
Three Pigs Set of 3  81-2494 848113002494
Spring Bugs Set of 3   81-2760 848113002760

Easily remove stuck on food with this fun 
collection of Pan Scrapers. Made from nylon so 
they will not scratch non-stick cookware. The fun 
designs showcase rounded corners to help clean 
hard to reach places. CDU includes 36 scrapers.

STOPPER & STRAINER
COLLAPSIBLE

turn the knob and drop the stopper 

preventing liquid from draining

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper  81-3019 848113003019 
Stratus Blue  81-3026 848113003026 
Lime 81-3033  848113003033 
Midnight 81-3040 848113003040

Our durable Collapsible Stopper & Strainer is just 
what the plumber recommends. A turn of the 
knob drops the stopper down and prevents liquid 
from draining. Another turn and the stopper stays 
up, allowing the holes to drain but food particles 
to collect. Collapses for easy storage.

collapsible
for easy storage

32

holes large enough to drain
but small enough to collect food

discard food easily
with handy knob
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internal valve mechanism 
for dripless basting

BASTER
DRIPLESS

BASTER
EASY REACH

curved design 
makes oven basting safer and maneuverable

silicone valve 
holds juice in baster until you’re ready to release

large, easy to use bulb

non-rolling bulb 
stays on counter

measurement marking 
printed on baster

angled tip
helps baste evenly

clear baster 
shows the fl ow of juice

large, easy to use bulb

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Clear 80-11001P 874376001103

The Dripless Baster allows you to freely use your 
baster without leaving messy drips in your oven, 
on the stovetop, or on the counter. Each design 
element of this kitchen tool is constructed to 
give you the maximum basting capacity without 
dripping a drop.  

34

This large capacity baster directs juices exactly 
where you want. Includes a cleaning brush, 
silicone basting brush and standard tip.

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2050 848113002050 
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BUDDY
BASTING

STEAMER
SILICONE

elevated base
for even steamingvibrant, long-lasting 

stain-resistant color

flexible silicone 
will nest food when lifted so food doesn’t spill

long, snap-together handles 
help lift food quickly from the pot STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Small (8")  80-14200  874376002254
Large (10")  80-14100 874376002247

The Silicone Steamers have an elevated base 
to keep steamed items above water. The long 
handles snap together to balance the steamer 
when lifting out of the pot. 

35

lifts and angles roasting pan

allows for easy basting

Frequent basting means more evenly cooked, 
juicier meats. Now there’s no more fumbling with 
oven racks or hot, heavy pans. The Basting Buddy 
lifts and angles your roasting pan so juices pool 
on one end for easy access. Makes basting simple 
and safe.  

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-1138 848113001138
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MICROWAVE 
FOOD COVER
COLLAPSIBLE

SPLATTER SCREEN
SILICONE

easy clean 

silicone surface 

framed in stainless steel 
to provide strength

uniquely designed handle
stays cool

heat resistant silicone

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-4586 874376004586

Whether you’re making tomato sauce or frying 
bacon, our splatter screen is just the right tool for 
keeping your stovetop and counters clean. Fits up 
to a 13" fry pan.

vented holes for steam release

durable construction

keeps the food splatters inside
the cover for a cleaner microwave

large 10.5" size fi ts most plates

collapsible
for easy storage

finger grips 
for easy lift

Our Collapsible Microwave Food Cover helps 
keep food moist and keeps the inside of your 
microwave clean by preventing splatter. The 
vented holes allow steam to release evenly, 
preventing condensation. Designed to fi t 
standard size plates, yet stores easily, because it 
is collapsible. An absolute essential kitchen tool.

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-11115RD  874376001257 
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STAINLESS STEEL

PERFORATED 
COLANDER

BERRY COLANDER
MINI MELAMINE

smooth interior 
is gentle on the fl esh of fruits to minimize bruising

convenient, easy grip handles 

sturdy construction 
prevents dents and dings

looped handles 
for comfortable use

stainless steel
prevents rust 

large base 
keeps colander raised in sink

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-50015R 874376001349
Stratus Blue 80-50015B 874376001332

A colorful colander, designed specifi cally for fruits 
and berries. The smooth interior is gentle on fl esh 
of fruits and the large holes on the side provide 
quick draining.

Our stainless steel, Perforated Colanders have 
the maximum amount of holes to give you the 
quickest and most effi cient way to drain. Sized for 
rice, quinoa and orzo, but also great for pastas and 
rinsing vegetables. Available in three sizes.

SIZE ITEM # UPC CODE

Small 80-5100  874376000069
Medium 80-5101 874376000076
Large 80-5102 874376000083
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all-over perforated design
for fast & thorough draining

6" diameter & 2" deep large holes
provide quick drainage
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CUTTING MATS
SET OF 4 FLEXIBLE

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Lil' 81-3507 848113003507 
Large 81-1992 848113001992

The super sturdy cutting mat with the non-slip 
grip. Color-coded to prevent cross-contamination. 
Thick, Flexible Cutting Mats stand up to your 
knives and protect your counters. Now available 
in a Lil' size too. Colors consist of  Lime, Summer 
Sky, Raspberry Fizz and Sun Ray. 

oversized 18" x 24"
covers large work area

CUTTING MAT
COUNTERTOP

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 81-3514 848113003514
Grey 81-3521  848113003521

When chopping and prepping for your favorite 
recipes, try our oversized Countertop Cutting Mat.  
It’s ideal for multiple prepping jobs as it allows 
you to do all your work on one large, protective 
surface; say goodbye to wiping and cleaning as 
you go. It’s fl exible and features a non-slip grip.  
Available in Chili Pepper and Grey. 

11.5" x 15"
Large

7" x 11"
Lil'
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STYLE 

Lil' 
Large 

FO
O color-coded mats 

prevent cross-contamination 

protects counter
with thick mat

non-slip grip 
keeps cutting mat in place 

non-slip grip 
keeps cutting mat in place 

18" x 24"

thick mat protects 
counter top



CUTTING MATS
SET OF 4 EMOTICON Our cutting mats have a generous, 15" diameter 

giving you plenty of room to chop and dice. The 
backs are coated with a non-skid surface that keeps 
them right where you want them. Set includes four 
designs for all of your chopping moods.

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9352 874376009352 

non-slip surface
keeps mat in place 

large 15" cutting surface

storage container

vibrant color

two designs 
in each sandwich shaper

large shaper
designed to use most of the sandwich

SANDWICH SHAPERS
STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Bee/Hive  80-7792 874376007792 
Whale/Octopus 80-7785 874376007785
Hippo/Alligator  80-7815 874376007815 
Ladybug/Flower  80-7808 874376007808
Plane/Clouds    80-9376  874376009376 
Train/Boat     80-9383  874376009383

With one quick press, these vibrant Sandwich 
Shapers eliminate crust and leave fun, bite-sized 
shapes that conveniently fi t inside the sandwich 
shaped storage container.
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brushed exterior 
gives elegance 

stainless steel 

rolled lip 
for easy pour

deep bowl
allows you to mix almost anything without the mess

deep bowl 
allows you to mix almost 
anything without the mess

stainless steel thumb rings 
allows to hold the bowl while using

measurement stamped
on interior

tight seal lids
keep food fresh

The deep bowl allows you to mix almost anything 
without the mess and the rolled lip allows for 
an easy pour. A brushed exterior gives a touch 
of elegance to the strength and durability of the 
bowl. These stainless steel mixing bowls are a 
necessity in any kitchen.

This essential stainless steel mixing bowl set is not 
only functional, but also nests for easy storage and 
has tight seal lids. Set of three bowls are 1.5 quart, 
3 quart and 5 quart.

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-1947 848113001947

MIXING BOWL
STAINLESS

MIXING BOWLS
SET OF 3 STAINLESS

SIZE ITEM # UPC CODE

1.5 QT 80-15150 874376001264
3.5 QT 80-15350 874376001271
5.5 QT 80-15550 874376001288
7.5 QT 80-15750 874376001295
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NEW

NEW

MEASURING CUPS
STAINLESS

MEASURING SPOONS
STAINLESS

smooth, rounded design 
makes for easy clean-up

narrow design 
easily fi ts into spice jars

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4399 848113004399

The fi ve-piece Stainless Measuring Spoons Set 
includes a 1/8 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp and 
1 tbsp. Slim design fi ts narrow containers. Nest 
and store together on a collection tab that also 
allows for easy removal. 

The four-piece Stainless Measuring Cups Set 
includes 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup, 1/2 cup and 1 cup. 
Highly polished, perfectly round bowls allow all of 
your ingredients to end up in your meal, not stuck 
in the base of your cup. Interior markings show 
half measurements. Nest and store together on a 
collection tab that also allows for easy removal.

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4405 848113004405
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collection tab 
holds cups together easily but also 

allows for easy removal 
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collection tab 
holds cups together easily but also 

allows for easy removal 
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NEW

NEW

The Sleek Spout makes dispensing a breeze. Insert 
into the neck of almost any bottle and it becomes 
practically invisible. Great for oils, liquor and more. 
Colors included are Blue, Green, Red, Purple, Gray 
and White. CDU contains 24 spouts.

high velocity, 
directional pour

drip free

LID LIFTERS
SET OF 3 3,2,1, lift off! The Tovolo Lid Lifters keep your lid 

lifted so you get perfect air circulation and no boil 
over. Set of three.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Farm Animals Set of 3 81-4467 848113004467
Smiley Faces Set of 3 81-4429 848113004429
Sheep Set of 3 81-4436 848113004436 

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-4382 848113004382

props lid to allow steam to escape 

so pots won't boil over
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securely fits the rim
of most pots

low profile
doesn't add height to bottle
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SLEEK SPOUT



NEW
The Tovolo Ladle Clip keeps your tool secure but 
always within reach. It also keeps your stovetop 
free of messy drips. Colors included are Red, 
Green, Blue, Pink, Dark Gray and Light Gray. CDU 
contains 18 clips.

TUMBLE TRIVET
A fun new way to keep those hot pans off your 
table or counter. Stain and heat resistant, these 
Set of 8 trivets are truly space saving. Eight 
storage tins come in a CDU. 

SET OF 8

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-8775 874376008775 
Midnight 80-8751 874376008751 
White 80-8768  874376008768

includes storage tin 

heat resistant silicone 

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-4412 848113004412

heat resistant silicone 
won't scratch your cookware

hook securely holds tool 
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space saving design 
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STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-3538  848113003538

Finally, a solution to make a perfect, delicious 
poached egg every time. The Perfect Poach™ is 
simple, easy, and mess free and uses no oil or 
butter. Your perfectly poached egg will slide 
out easily onto the plate. Multiple eggs can be 
poached at the same time. Bags are recyclable, 
biodegradable, and non-stick. Single pouches 
include 20 poaching bags. CDU includes 24 packs. 

recyclable & biodegradable 

 mess free

non-stick bag 
uses  no oil or butter

YOLK OUT™
SILICONE

wide mouth 
to extract yolks 

large, easy 
to use bulb

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Single, Yellow 81-3491 848113003491
CDU (Yellow, Grey, White) 81-3484 848113003484

Introducing Yolk Out™, the clean, easy way to 
separate eggs. Here’s how it works: The soft, 
ergonomic silicone bulb sucks up the entire yolk, 
leaving the egg white behind in the bowl. You 
then simply expel the yolk intact and go back 
for more yolks. The Yolk Out is indispensable for 
souffl és, cakes, meringues, egg-white omelets, 
and more. CDU includes 12.
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PERFECT
POACH™

*Set of 2 only.

*
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generous size
provides an easy work surface 

jelly roll
16.5" x 11.5"

printed ruler & conversions 
make measuring simple

toaster oven
12.5" x 9"

silicone-coated fi ber is 

tear resistant

BAKING MAT 
SILICONE

PASTRY MAT
SILICONE

cookie sheet
13.5" x 14.5"

No more greasing and no more burning! This 
baking mat’s silicone fi ber insulates your pan and 
provides a non-stick surface. Bake on it, wipe it 
down, and then roll it up for easy storage. Each 
CDU includes 10 Silicone Baking Mats.

A baker’s best buddy! Generous 18" x 25" size 
and nonstick material create an ideal work 
surface. Ruler and conversions are printed right 
on the mat. Tear-resistant silicone fi ber lasts for 
years. Each CDU includes 10 Silicone Pastry Mats.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Toaster Oven CDU 81-1923 848113001923
Jelly Roll CDU 81-1909 848113001909
Cookie Sheet CDU 81-1916 848113001916

STYLE  ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-1930 848113001930
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non-stick surface
is easy to clean and no need to grease

insulates pan
for no-burn baking

non-stick
so dough will not cling



NEW

NEW

CUPCAKE PEN
ORIGINAL

PANCAKE PEN
ORIGINAL

The easy grip contoured pen effi ciently fi lls 
muffi n pans and cupcake liners, so ladles are 
no longer needed. Patent pending. This CDU 
contains 6 Cupcake Pens – 2 each Brown, Purple 
and Fuchsia.

The easy grip contoured pen effi ciently fi lls 
pancake molds,  and helps create fun designs 
with batter. Patent pending. This CDU contains 
6 Pancake Pens – 2 each Green, Fuchsia 
and Orange.

easy to hold bottle

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Pancake Pen (Green)  80-4784  874376004784 
CDU  81-4368 874376004368

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Cupcake Pen (Brown) 80-5286  874376005286 
CDU  81-4375  874376004375

large tip
allows for tasty bits to fl ow easily

removable cap & bottom
for easy fi lling and cleaning

clear measurement markers

easy flow tip

measurement markers 
on inside of the cap

easy to hold bottle

removable cap & bottom
for easy fi lling and cleaning

measurement markers 
on inside of the cap

clear measurement markers
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NEW
Our new Cupcake Scoop is the easiest and most 
tidy way to fi ll cupcake pans and liners. Just scoop 
the batter and then place the curved end over 
your pan to dispense the perfect amount every 
time. The silicone plunger keeps fi ngers clean.  

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4344 848113004344

PIE MOLD
PETITE

use the mold to 

cut and shape the dough

concave shape
provides room for fi lling the crust

silicone plunger 
scrapes scoop clean

lid and bottom 

seals & crimps the crust

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Strawberry 80-7181 874376007181
Pumpkin 80-7211 874376007211
Pear 80-7198 874376007198
Heart 80-7228 874376007228
Apple 80-7204 874376007204
Star 80-7235 874376007235

Petite Pie Molds are the perfect way to enjoy an 
individual serving size. With your choice of savory 
or sweet, now you can make pies for any palate.

curved front
dispenses batter directly into the pan

measures the same 
amount every time
so cupcakes bake evenly
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6 different colorful designs

CUPCAKE SCOOP



MINI WHIPPER
WHIP CREAM

non-slip base 
offers stability

pump handle 

locks down for easy storage

silicone seal creates a

vacuum to whip cream faster simple pump
allows for easy grip

Perfect for pint-size portions or dinners for two. 
The unique plunger circulates air and makes 
whipped cream fl uffi er and faster than 
ordinary beaters.

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-7266 874376007266

BOWL SCRAPERS
CONVERSION

curved to fit 
any type of bowl

co-molded silicone & nylon 
provides durability and strength

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper 80-11320  874376001769
White 80-11330 874376001776

Our silicone Bowl Scraper is the perfect shape and 
strength to get every last bit of batter out of your 
bowl. Handy conversion chart is printed on the 
front and back, making it a baker’s dream.

conversions 
that will not fade 
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NEW

COOKIE CUTTERS
GINGER GIRLS

COOKIE CUTTERS
GINGER BOYS

Meet the Ginger Girls - the sweetest girls at your 
holiday party. This reversible cut and press cookie 
cutter set includes the Ginger Girls cutter and 
3 reversible Ginger Girls templates that make 
decorating easy and fun. Each press template 
imprints the dough with your favorite personality 
and acts as a guide to help you make professional 
looking cookies every time. All pieces snap 
together to store easily.  

The Ginger Boys will melt your heart and fi ll your 
stomach! This gang of 6 lovable characters is just 
one of many of our new reversible cut and press 
cookie cutter sets. It includes the Ginger Boys 
cutter and three reversible Ginger Boys templates 
that make decorating easy and fun. Each press 
template imprints the dough with your favorite 
personality and acts as a guide to help you make 
professional looking cookies every time. All pieces 
snap together to store easily.  

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3804  874376000274

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3811  848113003811
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snap together 
assembly

easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together 
assembly

easy storage
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NEW

NEW

COOKIE CUTTERS
WINTER WONDERLAND The Tovolo Winter Wonderland Rounds are a 

6 in 1 cookie cutter set that includes a round 
cookie cutter and 3 reversible Winter Wonderland 
templates. The templates imprint each cookie 
with your favorite Winter Wonderland pattern and 
act as your guide to make professional looking 
cookies every time.  

Create your own Candy Cane Lane with the 
Tovolo Gingerbread House Cookie Cutters! This 
set includes 1 Gingerbread House cookie cutter 
and 3 reversible Gingerbread House  templates, 
each with a unique pattern. The templates act as 
your guide to make professional looking cookies 
every time. 

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4481  848113004481

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4511 848113004511

COOKIE CUTTERS
GINGERBREAD HOUSE
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easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together assembly

easy storage

snap together assembly
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easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together 
assembly

easy storage

NEW

NEW

COOKIE CUTTERS

COOKIE CUTTERS
SPOOKY MONSTER

Death never looked so delicious. Our Tovolo Coffi n 
Cookie Cutter set includes 1 coffi n cookie cutter 
and 3 reversible coffi n templates each with a 
unique pattern. The templates act as your guide 
to make professional looking cookies every time.  

COFFIN

Don't be scared! Your cookies will still taste 
delicious. The Tovolo Spooky Rounds cookie 
cutter set includes a round cookie cutter and 
3 reversible Spooky templates. All pieces snap 
together to store easily.

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4498 848113004498

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4528 848113004528
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easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together assembly
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NEW

NEW
Jack-O-Licious! The reversible cut and press 
cookie cutter set includes 1 Jack-O-Lantern cookie 
cutter and 3 reversible Jack-O-Lantern templates 
that make decorating easy and fun.  

COOKIE CUTTERS
JACK-O-LANTERN

No matter how you stack them, our Numbers 
cut and press cookie cutter set adds up to fun! 
Set includes 2 round cookie cutters, 5 reversible 
number templates and 1 reversible star / 
heart template.

COOKIE CUTTERS
NUMBERS

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4535 848113004535 

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4504 848113004504
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easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together 
assembly

easy storage

templates reverse
giving you 6 characters in 3 plates    

snap together assembly
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Add perfectly formed sophistication to any 
drink with the Highball Ice Molds. These 
unique molds deliver the art and science of 
slow-melting, cylinder ice, without messy ice 
blocks or complicated carving. The extra-large, 
3" x 2" size is perfect for your highball favorites. 
The silicone cap seals tight and allows the molds 
to stack neatly in your freezer.   

HIGHBALL 
ICE MOLDS
SET OF 2

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-3996  848113003996

silicone cap 
creates a tight seal

stacks neatly
 to conserve space

leak-free and won't tip 
in the freezer   
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COLOSSAL CUBE
ICE MOLDS 

SPHERE
ICE MOLDS

SET OF 2

SET OF 2

silicone cap creates a 

tight seal

leak-free and won’t tip 
in the freezer

silicone cap creates a 

tight seal

leak-free and won’t tip 
in the freezer

stacks neatly 
to conserve space

stacks neatly 
to conserve space

Our largest ice mold yet! The Colossal Cube Ice 
Mold makes a generous, 2.25" cube that is sure to 
impress your guests. Its massive size melts slower 
so it keeps drinks colder longer without diluting 
them. It also works great for pitchers, beverage 
dispensers and punch bowls. 

Join the high rollers with our chic Sphere Ice 
Molds. The innovative and clever design gives you 
a 2.5" sphere, perfect to accompany your whiskey, 
scotch, or bourbon. The slow melting sphere will 
bring out the full fl avor and add a splash of class 
to your next drink.

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-9697  874376009697

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2586 848113002586

56
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Nothing else compares to perfectly shaped 
ice cubes when adding it to your beverage. 
Try making coffee ice cubes and never drink 
a diluted iced coffee again.

Nothing says WOW to your beverage like the 
King Cube ice cube. Our silicone trays not only 
make ice but try freezing broth, juices, stock, 
and much more. 

PERFECT CUBE
ICE TRAYS
SET OF 2

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Lime  80-5552 874376005552
Stratus Blue 80-5521 874376005521 
Chili Pepper 80-5538 874376005538
Pink 80-5545 874376005545
Fuchsia 81-2463 848113002463
Royal Purple  81-2470 848113002470
Orange Peel  81-2487 848113002487

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Chili Pepper  80-12004  891888000554
Pink 80-12002 891888000783
Lime 80-12006 874376001233
Stratus Blue  80-12007 874376001073
Fuchsia 81-2432 848113002432
Royal Purple 81-2449 848113002449
Orange Peel 81-2456 848113002456

KING CUBE
ICE TRAYS

durable silicone trays 
produce well-formed cubes

silicone 
allows you to easily 
remove the cube

cubes are easy 
to remove 
and won’t split, shard, or crack.

makes 1-3/4" cubes

makes 2" cubes

large surface 
melts slower, allowing the 
drink to stay cooler longer 

sturdy silicone 
construction
makes a perfect cube

57

long-lasting,

fade-resistant color

long-lasting,

fade-resistant color
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GROOVY 
POP MOLDS

STAR 
POP MOLDS

SET OF 6

SET OF 6

The Groovy Pop Molds are perfect for making 
homemade, healthy, ice pops. Just fi ll these hip 
molds with your favorite ingredients, freeze and 
enjoy. Each pop mold holds 4 fl uid ounces. 

smartly designed shapes make it

easy for pops to slide out 

base keeps pop molds secure
from tips and spills in the freezer

larger capacity mold
holds 4 fl uid ounces 

drip guard handle, 
so no mess

larger capacity mold
holds 4 fl uid ounces 

drip guard handle, 
so no mess

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Green 80-4579P 874376004579 
Yellow 80-8003Y-P  891888000509 

Your kids will enjoy reaching for the stars with 
these fun star-shaped frozen treats. Star Pop Molds 
are perfect for making homemade ice pops fi lled 
with your favorite ingredients. Create healthy, 
money saving pops in your own freezer. Each 
pop mold holds 4 fl uid ounces.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Pink  80-4562P  874376004562 
Purple 81-2975 848113002975

base keeps pop molds secure 
from tips and spills in the freezer58
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COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Orange 80-4555P 874376004555 
Blue 80-8001B-P 891888000424 

3-2-1-Blast off!  The sky is the limit for frozen treats 
with our rocket-shaped pops. Fun mold shapes, 
perfect for making homemade ice pops fi lled 
with your favorite ingredients. Tovolo’s Rocket 
Pop Molds are great for all ages. Each pop mold 
holds 2.5 fl uid ounces.

large capacity mold
holds 2.5 fl uid ounces

ROCKET 
POP MOLDS
SET OF 6

one for you,
one to share
makes 8 pops

drip guard handle,
so no mess 

smartly designed shapes make it

easy for pops to slide out 

classic shape 
for modern fun

TWIN 
POP MOLDS
SET OF 4 Create your own healthy pops in a classic pop 

mold shape. Fill the fun Twin Pops with fresh juice, 
freeze, and watch the kids come running. Split the 
pops apart for sharing, or leave them connected 
to enjoy all to yourself. Each pop mold holds 4 
fl uid ounces.

ITEM # UPC CODE
81-3002 874376009680 

base keeps pop molds secure 
from tips and spills in the freezer

base keeps pop molds secure 
from tips and spills in the freezer 59

unique contoured sleeves 
allows you to make two popsicles from one mold 
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Delightful gems are sure to dazzel! Perfect for the 
little ones, Jewel Pop Molds create a child-sized 
serving of your favorite healthful, frozen treats. 
The ring shape offers little hands a fi rm grip while 
drip guard handle keeps little fi ngers clean. Each 
pop mold holds 1.25 fl uid ounces.

ITEM # UPC CODE
80-3879P 874376003879 

drip guard handle 
keeps hands clean

base is easy to fill 
and won't tip over in your freezer 

Oh lolly, lollipop! Create fun frozen treats with 
our Lollipop Pop Molds. Nostalgic shapes make 
the perfect snack-size treats from your favorite 
ingredients. Set includes 2 Classic Pops (2.73 fl  oz) 
and 2 Spiral Pops (1.4 fl  oz).  

LOLLIPOP 
POP MOLDS
SET OF 4

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-4542 848113004542  
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JEWEL 
POP MOLDS
SET OF 6

ring shape helps keep a firm grip 
on the hand while enjoying

vibrant color that 

won’t fade

base keeps pop molds secure
from tips and spills in the freezer

drip guard handle, 
so no mess

at 

e
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ICE CREAM CONE
POP MOLDS
SET OF 4

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-5279P 874376005279

Enjoy the ice cream cone experience without 
scooping and without adding any cone calories! 
These reusable molds create perfectly shaped ice 
cream cones again and again. And take your time 
enjoying them: drip guard handles let you linger 
with no sticky fi ngers. Each pop molds holds 
2.25 fl uid ounces.

This unique shape has the outdoor explorer 
in mind. Comes in a variety of bug shapes and 
internal stick is designed in the shape of a worm. 
Available in a set of six, includes six pop molds 
and three leaf shaped bases. Shapes included 
are beetle, caterpillar, and ladybug. Each pop 
mold holds approximately 3.5 to 4 fl uid ounces 
depending on the shape. 

ITEM # UPC CODE
80-9666  874376009666 
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BUG POP 
MOLDS
SET OF 6

MOLDS

fun leaf shaped base
provides a sleek design that can 
double as serveware

unique handle 
allows for a better grip

drip guard handle, 
so no mess  

thick sleeves 
keep popsicles cold longer once outside of the freezer

drip guard handle, 
so no mess  

large base 
provides a fi rm grip

large capacity mold
holds 2.25 fl uid ounces

smartly designed shapes make it

easy for pops to slide out
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ICE CREAM SCOOP
TILT UP Our Ice Cream Scoop has the smartest design; it can 

both provide the perfect scoop and keep counters 
clean. CDU includes 12 scoops, 2 of each color.

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Fuchsia 81-2548 848113002548
Chili Pepper 81-2555 848113002555
Stratus Blue 81-2562 848113002562
Lime 81-2531 848113002531
Royal Purple 81-2579 848113002579
White 80-5217 874376005217
CDU 81-2517 848113002517

ICE CREAM 
SANDWICH MOLDS
SET OF 3

fun designs

long-lasting color 
that won’t fade

In three easy steps you can now make the perfect 
ice cream sandwich. Bake the cookie, cut the 
design, and press! Two different sets available: 
Classic Icons (Heart, Star, Squircle) and Farm 
Animals (Pig, Cow, Chicken). Includes cookie recipe.

STYLE  ITEM # UPC CODE

Classic Icons 80-8101  874376000618
Farm Animals 80-8100 874376000601

mold adds detail

uniquely shaped scoop 
dispenses ice cream

built in feet 
keeps counters clean

ergonomically balanced
provides strength when scooping

fun vibrant colors
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chrome plated zinc alloy scoop
retains heat creating the perfect scoop

large knob
makes it easy to press
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mini tubs 
great for portion control

slender design guides 
the perfect scoop

non-slip base steadies
tub while you scoop

tight fitting silicone lid

stack friendly lids 
save freezer space

ICE CREAM TUB
GLIDE-A-SCOOP

63

insulated tub
stores compactly in freezer

STYLE  ITEM # UPC CODE

Raspberry 61-3576 848113003576
Pink 61-3569 848113003569
Pistachio 61-3552 848113003552 
Lemon   61-3583 848113003583
Mini Set of 4 61-3545 848113003545

Whether it's 1 quart or 6 ounces, we've got the perfect 
Sweet Treats Tubs, for you! Keep your favorite ice cream, 
gelato or sorbet at the ready for you to dive in to. Our set 
of 4, Mini Sweet Treat Tubs  are great for portion control 
or for letting everyone create their favorite mix-ins to add  
to homemade frozen desserts. Silicone lids go on and off 
easily and keep your homemade treats fresh. Go ahead, 
eat straight from the tub, we won't tell!

FR
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Finally, an Ice Cream Tub that neatly stores 
1.5 quarts of homemade ice cream, gelato and 
sorbet. Non-slip base steadies the container while 
you effortlessly scoop along the slender tub. Slim 
design to fi t into any tightly packed freezer or 
freezer door. 

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Strawberry Sorbet 81-2968 848113002968
Orange Crush 81-3316 848113003316
Pistachio 81-3323 848113003323
Raspberry Tart 81-3330 848113003330

SWEET TREAT TUBS
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NEW
Our Magnetic Bottle Opener securely mounts 
to any magnetic surface. A simple twist of 
the wrist and the bottle is open. The falling 
cap is instantly caught on the magnet below. 
Designed to keep your hands far from sharp 
caps with easy-opening action.  

COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Blue 81-4276 848113004276
Gray 81-4283 848113004283
Red 81-4290 848113004290

contoured shape 
allows for easy removal with 

caps are caught 
as they fl ip off the bottle top

strong, rare earth magnets 
keep opener in place

The Sleek Spout makes dispensing a breeze. 
Insert into the neck of almost any bottle and it 
becomes practically invisible. Great for oils, liquor 
and more. Colors included are Blue, Green, Red, 
Purple, Gray and White. CDU contains 24 spouts.

high velocity, 
directional pour

low profile

drip free

SIZE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-4382 848113004382
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MAGNETIC

SLEEK SPOUT
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Enjoy a cup of loose leaf tea anywhere and 
anytime with our Mobile Tea Press. Side clip 
keeps press elevated for taller cups and an air 
tight press keeps tea from losing fl avor. When 
you steep, the fi ne mesh holes prevents leaves 
in your tea. Fast and easy to clean, it can be 
ready for your next cup in a fl ash.

fine mesh holes
prevents leaves in your steeped tea

air tight press 
keeps tea from losing fl avor

after steeping, tea 

drains quickly with built-in press

cap covers the metal steeper
keeping it mess free

side clip 
to keep press elevated for taller cups

TEAGO™
TEA PRESS
MOBILE

flat bottom rests easily in cup

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-3862 874376003862
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COLOR ITEM # UPC CODE

Purple  80-6100PL 874376000120
Red 80-6100RD  874376000137
Green  80-6100GN 874376000144

cups & small tea pot

Loose tea becomes hassle free with this drop 
and steep mug tea infuser. The unique design 
fi ts cups and small tea pots. The large capacity, 
perforated design maximizes fl avors and helps 
you lift the steeper with ease. The infuser comes 
with a storage base to avoid drips on your table 
or counter.

TEA INFUSER
IN MUG

Tired of the old fashioned ball and chain tea 
infuser? This tea infuser allows you to steep 
the perfect cup of tea in style. Includes a deep 
angled base to collect drips without the mess. 

steeper designed for 

easy insertion & 
removal of tea leaves

heat-resistant polycarbonate lip 
helps you lift steeper with ease

large capacity 
great for bigger tea leaves

elegant colors with stylish design

space in bulb 
allows leaves to expand while steeping

infuser handle 
allows for easy stirring

TEA INFUSER

ITEM # UPC CODE

80-6200GN 874376001240
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perforated design 
to maximize fl avors
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WINE BOTTLE
HOLDER

long stick 
allows you to fi rmly insert in the ground

stainless steel construction 
provides strength

holds most 

stemmed glasses

holds a standard 

wine or champagne bottle

Take your picnics to the next level with Steadysticks.  
This simple, yet brilliant design keeps your wine 
bottles and glasses steady and close at hand. The 
sharp, spiked end inserts easily into grass or sand 
so your only worry is having a good time.

STEADYSTICKS™
WINE GLASS 
HOLDERS
SET OF 2
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STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

S/2 Wine Glass Holders 205200 891888000622
Wine Glass Holder 205300 891888000639
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long stick anchors
itself into the ground or sandy beach

table can double as a 

cutting board

stick base 
screws into the table to provide stability

glass holder 
for a spill free outing

table collapses making 

storage & transporting easy

WINE TABLE
BAMBOO This eco-friendly, bamboo wine table holds two 

wine glasses and still has room for a plate of 
goodies. Perfect for a picnic in the park or a day 
at the beach. 

ITEM # UPC CODE

205901-P 891888000660

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

Tilt Up Tongs 81-2012 848113002012
Pro BBQ Tongs 81-2036 848113002036

TONGS
STAINLESS STEEL

oversized ring
push to open, pull to close and store

Never again will you have messy counters with 
our Stainless Steel Tongs. The built-in resting foot 
keeps tips off the counter. The 13" Tilt Up and 
15" Pro BBQ Tongs offer great reach and length 
to keep your hands away from the heat.
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resting foot
keeps tongs raised for a clean counter top  

15" pro bbq tongs 
keep hands away from heat

13" tilt up tongs 
reach deep open wide



tough melamine
scratch proof, shatter proof

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2685 848113002685

BBQ TRAYS
CLEAN FLIP The ingenious BBQ tray set that works double time. 

Two sturdy melamine trays–one solution. One tray 
for raw juices, one for serving. Switch from one to
the other with a quick fl ip. The two handy surfaces 
prevent cross contamination, and textured designs 
preserve valuable juices. A clean, healthy solution 
to prevent mixing raw juices with cooked.

prep, flip 
and serve

dual tray
prevents cross contamination

BBQ TRAYS
SET OF 2 PREP & SERVE

ITEM # UPC CODE

81-2500 848113002500

prep on one tray

Our nesting trays keep raw and cooked meats 
safely separated. Carry uncooked meats to the 
grill. Interchange trays and the raw juices are 
contained. Keep cooked meats separated from 
raw juices. A clean surface is ready to serve. 
Tray set goes from the grill to the table and then 
straight into dishwasher. The healthiest barbeque 
experience possible.

serve on the other
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71
tray's ridges and grooves 

retain valuable juices

tray's ridges and grooves 

retain valuable juices
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SHOPPING BAG
ECOSHOPPER™ The reusable EcoShopper™ bag (14" L  x 21" H) is 

always ready to go. Stuff this sturdy nylon bag full of 
groceries and then stuff it back up into a tiny pouch 
for storage anywhere. CDU includes 18 EcoShopper 
bags. Colors included are Chili Pepper, Stratus Blue, 
Lime, Sun Ray, Fuchsia and Midnight.

STYLE ITEM # UPC CODE

CDU 81-2869 848113002869

lightweight, durable
holds over 100 pounds

reusable
no more plastic bags

conveniently folds
into itself for easy storage

soft, non-slip handles 
help you keep a fi rm grip

durable stainless steel coil 
provides strength when inserting into corn

large grip

keeps your fingers clean 

SET OF 8 TWIST-LOCK

tovolo.com

Never worry about your corn picks falling out 
while eating. Our twist and lock corn holders stay 
securely in place letting you enjoy every morsel 
on the cob.

ITEM # UPC CODE
80-14018  874376001752
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twisting pick
secures itself to the cob

CORN HOLDERS
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